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South says he will not go 
to meeting with open mind
A N  IN D E P E N D E N T  D A IL Y  —  S T U D E N T  N E W S P A P E R  ■  ■  ■  | | |  ■  B A
m o n t a n a  K A I M I N
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LOSER TIPS OFF POLICE
Local men charged in gambling raid
ASUM President Garry South said 
yesterday that he will meet with the 
committee studying intercollegiate 
funding on University of Montana 
and Montana State University cam-, 
puses, but he will not go Into the 
meetings “with an open mind.”
The committee, appointed by Larry 
Pettit, the Montana commissioner of 
higher education, includes the 
presidents, faculty senate chairmen, 
athletic directors and student body 
presidents from both institutions. 
Pettit also appointed the heads of 
two University auxiliary groups, 
Century Club and the Alumni As­
sociation, to the committee.
South said he believes Century Club 
"bought It's way into a policy-making 
role at the University," although the
A preliminary proposal for a Student 
Employment Center was drafted this 
summer by the new Student Affairs 
Office, a spokesman for the office 
announced Wednesday.
Monte Beck, administrative assistant 
to the student office, said the 
proposal was submitted to the Mis­
soula Chamber of Commerce, the 
U n iv e rs ity  o f M on tana  a d ­
ministration and various academic 
departments.
"Students today have an extreme 
need for more assistance in paying 
for their education," Beck said.
He added that the proposed center Is 
not connected with the work-study
club cut Its contributions to UM more 
than $14,000 last year.
South said the Alumni Association 
has a much more legitimate role on 
campus than Century Club, but they 
are both primarily oriented toward 
athletics.
"People talk about ASUM being 
irresponsible . . . with our money," 
South said, “but we have to consider 
the total academic community—not 
Just Jack Swarthout and men's 
athletics.”
South believes that athletic spending 
is "leveling off.”
South said that the last three ASUM 
presidents have been elected with 
reduced athletic spending on their 
platforms.
program or the University Placement 
Center, which handles job openings 
for graduates.
The funding- for the center and its 
location are still undecided. Beck 
said financial help will be solicited 
from  sources inc lud ing  local 
businessmen, ASUM, the UM ad­
ministration and possi bly the State of 
Montana.
The center would serve as a clearing­
house and centralized information 
source for job hunters and em­
ployers. Beck said the center would 
try to place job applicants in 
positions relative to their talents and 
interests.
Missoula AP
Four Missoula men were charged 
yesterday with conducting gambling 
games, bringing to six the total 
charged following a gambling raid 
Sept. 14 on a tip by an apparent loser 
in the games.
ASUM President Garry South said 
yesterday that he was not res­
ponsible for the resignations of 
Monte Beck, junior In psychology, 
and Matt Tennis, ju n io r in 
economics, from Central Board. 
Beck and Tennis submitted their 
resignations at the CB meeting 
Wednesday.
South's statement was in reference 
to accusations by other CB members 
that Beck and Tennis were forced to 
resign.
Beck and Tennis have accepted 
positions as student affairs as­
sistants in the Lodge. They are res­
ponsible for filling the gaps created 
by the redistribution of the Dean of 
Students' duties to other com­
mittees.
Tennis said his and Beck's job in-
The fourwho were charged in district 
court were William McCracken, 
Einar Assheim, Stanford Smith and 
Bruce Hensley. Hensley is the son of 
Riley Hensley, charged Wednesday 
with grand larceny and two counts of 
operating a gambling house. Riley
eludes "having coffee with Carson 
Vehrs and Tom Hayes a nd ...  talking 
to parents who can't find their little 
Johnny.”
"Never before has there been a 
situation at the University where 
students have served as ad­
ministrators," South said.
South said he thought there would 
be a conflict of Interest if Beck and 
Tennis retained their positions as 
voting delegates on Central Board. 
South said he had not asked either 
Beck or Tennis to resign.
“We discussed options from merely 
abstaining to vote at CB meetings to 
resigning,” South said.
South said they talked to other 
people and ultimately “made their 
own decision.”
Hensley, 53, 1202 Lincolnwood, 
owns the Oxford, a downtown Mis­
soula bar-restaurant. He has posted 
a $500 bond.
In addition, a warrant was issued 
Wednesday for a man identified as 
Virgil Olson on two counts of operat­
ing a gambling house. Olson was 
reported as being still at large.
Missoula County Atty. Robert Des- 
champs said 12 other persons were 
in the building, and were listed as 
possible witnesses. He said the 
dozen were not at the gambling 
tables when the raid was made.
The raid was made by city policemen 
at 1342 Toole Ave.
Police were informed of the games 
when a citizen reported to police that 
he had lost $220 in the game, officials 
said. After an Initial investigation of 
the report, police obtained a search 
warrant and conducted the raid.
The charge of grand larceny against 
Hensley stems from the fact that 
under Montana law money lost in a 
gambling game is regarded as 
stolen.
Deschamps said the $1,291 taken by 
officers will be turned over to the 
County poor fund as stipulated by 
law.
S tudent Em ploym ent Center 
proposal subm itted in sum m er
South says CB delegates’ 
resignations were voluntary
KUFM, KYSS radios erect tower C urnow  says five-co llege p lan  
has top-heavy adm in istrationUniversity of Montana radio station 
KUFM and Missoula radio station 
KYSS-FM have teamed together to 
erect a unique radio transmission 
facility at the top of Big Sky Moun­
tain, 11 miles north of Missoula. 
Construction on the facility began 
Sept. 6 and, according to UM Radio­
TV Department Chairman Philip 
Hess, is estimated to be completed 
and in operation by Nov. 1. The 
cooperative installation is the only 
instance of its kind in Montana in 
which a commercial broadcaster and 
a noncommercial radio station will 
share transmitter building and tower.
KUFM increased its transmitter 
power last January following receipt 
of a $31,120 grant from the U.S. 
Department of Health, Education 
and Welfare. The power of the 
transm itte r, however, caused 
interference with some University 
radio equipment, such as the head­
phones at the Foreign Language 
Dept, and made moving a necessity.
“We had three alternatives," Hess 
said. "We could have shielded all the 
equipment at the university to 
protect it from the transmitter signal, 
we could have taken the station off 
the air or we could move the 
transmitter.”  Hess discounted the 
first option as being too expensive 
and said moving the transmitter was 
the only realistic choice.
KYSS-FM was looking for a moun­
tain-top location to increase its radio 
coverage area at the same time. 
Chester Murphy, president of KYSS- 
FM, said the cooperative effort made 
the move both technically and finan­
cially attractive.
The cost of the project will be shared 
jointly by the two radio stations. 
KUFM will foot the bill for the tower 
and the cost of moving it up to the 
mountain. KYSS-FM will pay for the 
building to house the transmitters 
with both stations paying rent on the 
land.
Hess said the tower was erected 
yesterday and mounting the anten­
nas would begin today.
The new transmitter location will in­
crease KUFM’s listening audience 
from last year's 57,000 listeners to an 
estimated 150,000 with coverage 
area from Kalispell to Darby. The 
station will be used for training 
students in Radio-TV broadcasting 
and, through the Department o f Con­
tinuing Education, for instructional 
programming.
The stations' signals from the moun­
tain top will cover several areas, such 
as Thompson Falls, which do not 
now receive any Montana radio 
stations in the daytime.
Some faculty members agree with 
University o f Montana Vice President 
Richard Landini’s proposal tq 
reorganize the university structure 
into five colleges. However, they 
think that it includes a top-heavy ad-
Federal suit 
filed  against 
Bill M cQ uirk
Bill McQuirk, Missoula bar and res­
taurant owner, was the object of a 
suit filed in U.S. District Court in 
Butte last July. The federal suit 
charges that McQuirk did not pay 
wages due three employees which is 
a violation of the Fair Labor Stan­
dards Act.
Peggi Lynam, Nanci Lauth, and 
Sharon Loomis, former employees of 
the Heidelhaus, a Missoula es­
tablishment owned by McQuirk, 
claim they were not paid wages due 
them.
In seperate action, five other persons 
drafted a le tte r to  the U.S. 
Department of Labor, Wage and 
Labor Administration at Salt Lake 
City, Utah, also claiming violations of 
the Fair Labor Standards Act by Mc­
Quirk.
The letter expressed concern over 
the delay in court action and asked 
that the situation be looked into 
immediately by the Department of 
Labor.
Previous to these actions, McQuirk 
had three state suits pending.
The women are slowly catching up to 
the men at the University of Montana, 
according to enrollment figures 
released yesterday by Vice President 
Richard Landini’s office.
As of Wednesday, there were 5,045 
men registered and 3,120 women.
ministration the University cannot 
afford, Maureen Curnow, chairman 
of the University Library, said today 
in a Montana Kaimin interview.
Curnow said, “The supporting struc­
ture of the plan should be re-worked 
carefully."
The five colleges proposed are Arts 
and Humanities, Social and 
Behavorial Sciences, Natural 
Sciences and Resources, Health 
Sciences and Professions and 
Graduate Studies.
“The faculty-student ratio is getting 
worse,” Curnow said. “We need more 
instructors but not more ad­
ministrators.”
She said she approves of the five- 
college structure, because, for ex­
ample, the present College of Arts 
and Sciences covers too many dis­
ciplines and is unwieldy.
The new structurq will allow ex­
changes, prevent course duplication 
and make it possible for the 
departments to cooperate in buying 
library books, Curnow said.
Keith McDuffie, president of the 
Faculty Senate, said now is the best 
time to work on this reorganization.
If a new president is elected before 
the reorganization is accomplished, 
McDuffie added, he will want to wait 
until he knows the job better. By the 
time he has been president for a few 
years he will be afraid to rock the 
boat.
McDuffie refused to comment on 
Landini's memorandum, but said 
that the University badly needed a 
reorganization.
These numbers represent a decrease 
from last year of 169 men and nine 
women.
Total enrollment for Fall Quarter now 
stands at 8,165, which is 2 per cent 
less than the 8,343 students who 
made up the University’s population 
a year ago.
NOT RAIN NOR SNOW nor dark of n igh t. . .  or so goes the saying. The KUFM 
radio antenna seen here will soon be completed and ready for use. The 
antenna Is on top of Big Sky Mountain, 11 miles north of Missoula. (Photo by 
Joe Stark)
Fall enrollment down two per cent
M a y b e  n e x t  t im e
Th e  United States has obviously been graced w ith a latter-day  
Laure l-and-H ardy-style  com edy team . The  N ixon -A gnew  
coalition is a  phenom enon w e probably will not be seeing again  
soon (w e should hope).
R ichard N ixon ’s first reaction last M arch to the possib ility that he 
w ould be investigated by a special Senate com m ittee was the re­
quest to let the courts handle the m atter. T h e  request was based 
on the assum ption that Congress and the  adm inistration had 
m ore im portant things to do than w orry about alleged crim inal ac­
tivity involving the nation ’s Executive Branch.
O bviously D ick and Spiro have not gotten it together, even after 
five years of sharing the sam e m istakes.
Tuesday, Agnew  turned around and asked the House of 
Representatives to begin a full investigation o f the a llegations that 
he had accepted bribes during his years as a state and local o f­
ficial in M aryland. House Speaker C arl A lbert turned dow n the  re­
quest. Evidently, the House has better things to do than defend  
Ted Agnew.
D ick Crockford
The right decision
W ednesday night M att Tennis and M onte Beck resigned from  
Central Board in order to  assum e positions in the new ly form ed  
Student Affairs O ffice. The ir decision was w ell thought out and  
painful. Both men have served well during their term s in office.
It should be pointed out that several d ifferent options w ere  m ade  
available to them  and they w ere not forced out o f o ffice as Larry  
Shore stated after the  m eeting. (See story page one o f the  
Septem ber 27, 1973 M ontana Kaim in.)
Because of the  nature o f their new  office a conflic t of interest 
could arise. T hey will be dealing w ith a num ber o f student o rien ­
tated problem s, but they  will be w orking in an adm inistrative  
capacity. The  conflict betw een try ing to dec ide on these issues 
w hile  serving as a student representative and adm inistrative  
spokesm an is quite  obvious.
W e wish both m en well and sincerely hope they will be able to  
fulfill the  potential o f their new  jobs.
Bill O w en
" I  TELL VA, HERBIE/ AUTOMOBILES IS ONE THING, BUT REPOSSESSING HAMBURGER 
IS  DOWNRIGHT EMBARRASSIKJ7''
Two positions at the 
Montana Kaimin 
have become available:
1. Circulation manager. $5 a day 
for about two hours work. 
Should have a car and free 
time in the morning.
2. Secretary. A total of 28 hours a 
week is open. Should be able to 
type, and be willing to work 
for minimum wage.
All those who inquired about these 
spots before please inquire again.
montono KRimili
Editor.......................................................... Bill Owen
Managing Editor.................................... Bob Qlbaon
News Editor...................................... Dick Crockford
Business Manager...........................Conrad Yunker
Entertainment Editor.........................................Bruce Seyler
Associate Editors............Pat Mutdo. Mary Webster
Kay Copps. Carey Yunker
Montana Review Editor.....................................Steve Shirley
Photographer......................................... Craig Haley
Artist....................................................... Ron Hauge
Adviser....................  Ed Dugan
letters
Laughter is coming harder
Editor Shall we herald Joe Jennings as our campus 
prophet or must we be content to merely distinguish him 
as a man with extraordinary insight? I am referring to his 
letter which appeared In Wednesday’s Montana Kaimin.
For those of us who have frequently read the editorial ^ ow ®bout it? 
page, Jennings is no stranger. His letters, filled with 
criticisms, censures, condemnations and warnings, 
center on striking truths that are becoming less easy to 
laugh at. Students new to the University should not scoff 
at the quantity of prevalent problems. Not every student 
will face every problem and if an overcrowded classroom 
is your biggest complaint, be thankful that that is all you 
face.
There is, however, at least one issue that Joe Jennings 
overlooked in his most recent letter. The library. Any 
student who has planned to use the library on holidays
remembers the devastation he felt when faced with 
locked library doors o r a shortened schedule. Whether or 
not our warehouse for books will continue its present 
policy o f ignoring the needs of students, I do not know. 
Perhaps Joe Jennings, our brave seer among wolves, has 
the answer.
Diane Lundquist 
Junior, English Literature
Say that again please
Editor: Re John Palmer’s “open letter”  in yesterdays 
Montana Kaimin.
What did it say?
Bob Anez 
Junior, Journalism
Applications are now be­
ing accepted for positions 
on Publications Board. 
Applications must be in 
the form of a hand written 
letter and must be handed 
to the ASUM secretary by 
5 p.m. Oct. 5.
Applications are now be­
ing accepted for the posi­
tion of Montana Kaimin 
business manager. Appli­
cations must be in the 
form of a hand written 
letter handed to the 
ASUM secretary by 5 p.m. 
Oct. 5.
T tlite o tiC a  'D 'tu fy
•  Complete Cosmetic Stock
•  Photographic Supplies
•  Paper •  Chemicals
H A M M O N D  A R C A D E
Come to the
Happy Hour 
from 4-6
on the 93 Strip 
Mon-Sat
A S U M  PR O G R A M  C O U N C IL  PRESENTS
J 0H X 1T
HARRY A D A M S  FIELD H O U SE U o f M
I WASHINGTON
j m er ry -g o -r o u n d  by Jack Anderson
The Senate Watergate Committee has obtained a White 
House document which complainsot my access to secret 
intelligence digests. It’s true I see secret intelligence 
reports, which often contain some fascinating items. 
Here are a few examples:
•  The latest intelligence reports warn that trouble may 
flare up along the Chinese-Mongolian border. There is 
evidence, according to the reports, that the Soviets may 
be instigating an incident.
•  Intelligence reports from the Middle East claim that 
Soviet missile technicians have refused to operate the 
new antiaircraft missiles that they have installed in Syria. 
The Soviets reportedly have been ordered to keep out of 
direct combat. The Syrians, therefore, have gone to 
Hanoi to recruit North Vietnamese veterans who have 
had experience operating the Soviet missiles.
•  Colonel Qaddafi, the Libyan strongman, is preparing a 
little green book of his sayings, patterned after the little 
red book of Mao Tsetung’s thoughts. Arrangements have 
been made to distribute the green book throughout the 
world. It will teach Islamic socialism, which Qaddafi 
claims is the middle course between Communism and 
Capitalism.
•  Perhaps the most surprising intelligence reports tell of 
fighting between North Vietnamese troops and Cam­
bodian insurgents in Cambodia. They had been fighting 
together to overthrow the government of Lon Nol. But 
just as they appeared to be winning, some units turned 
their guns on one another in outbreaks over the control of 
supplies.
Oil Plans: A severe winter could leave the nation critically 
short of heating oils. Shortages could also develop in 
propane gas and electrical power. The Northwest is 
particularly vulnerable to a power shortage.
The new energy czar, John Love, is already drafting 
emergency plans which would go into effect in case of a 
bad winter. He is getting help from both the Interior 
Department and the Office of Emergency Planning.
They will recommend curtailing nonessential activities, 
such as theatre performances, concerts and sporting 
events, if the fuel oil shortage gets serious enough. They 
will also consider closing down schools during extremely 
cold weather. The lost school days would be added at 
the end of the academic year when the weather is warmer 
and the school buildings require less heating.
The emergency measures, o f course, will depend upon 
the weather.
C|/V Yes Men: The late President Kennedy blamed the 
Bay of Pigs blunder on the Central Intelligence Agency. 
He declared afterward that he “wanted to splinter the CIA 
in a thousand pieces and scatter it to the winds.”
When he cooled down, he called in White House adviser 
Clark Clifford who had drafted the legislation es­
tablishing the the CIA. As Clifford remembers it, Kennedy 
said: “ I made some bad decisions on the Bay of Pigs. I 
made these bad decisions because I had bad in­
formation."
Kennedy appointed Clifford to head a civilian advisory 
board, which recommended a great many reforms. To 
make sure the President got good information, a board of 
estimates was established.
However, its estimates angered President Nxion and his 
foreign policy-czar, Henry Kissinger. They complained 
that the board was dominated by doves. My White House 
sources say Kissinger got so upset that he refused to read 
the estimates from the CIA.
The new CIA chief, William Colby, is now preparing to 
abolish the board of estimates. In its place, he intends to 
choose a dozen experts from the different divisions of the 
CIA. They will be known as national intelligence officers.
Kissinger, meanwhile, has told the CIA that he wants his 
intelligence straight without any ideological slant. He 
also wants to see the minority views.
My CIA sources claim this is exactly what the board o f es­
timates was sending the White House. The elimination of 
the board, they say, is a signal that the White House really 
wants estimates which always support the President's 
policies.
Condemnation Rip-Offs: One of the most controversial 
practices of government is condemnation. The 
government has the power to condemn property sup­
posedly for the public good. But the way it works, owners 
are often forced to sell their property to government 
agencies or corporations at rockbottom prices.
Here are some recent examples: In New York City, an old 
neighborhood was torn down to make way for a factory 
expansion. The residents, mostly elderly people who had 
lived there all their lives, were given token sums for their 
property. Now they have no homes and no place to go.
RED W ING
SHOE STORE
624 S. Higgins 
Missoula, Mont.
Phone
549-6871
K &  htDUAitCUMMM\A 6 & o t
Formerly Voyageur Boots
See the
LARGE
Selection
of HIKING, 
CLIMBING,
an d  ROCK 
BOOTS
SIZES 
6  to 16
"Where FIT comes FIRST’’™'0™*
, AA to EEEE
SiftGty Boots in Stock That Pass U.S.A.F. Standards. 
HEY! Are You The "WORKING M A N " of the Month? 
Check a t our store. _______________
LETTERS POLICY
Letters should be no longer than 300 words, preferably typed, w ith the 
writer's name, class and major. They may be mailed o r hand-carried to 
the Montana Kaimin office, J  206. The Kaimin reserves the righ t to ed it a ll 
letters and is under no obligation to p rin t a ll letters received.
the
P v g l R T
j m t
Room
B e l o w  D e c k s  
YANDT’S MEN'S WEAR 
4 0 3  N. H IG G IN S AVE.
POUR U  SpORT
Arrow Layered Look 
Sweater Shirts
What started on skis at St. 
Moritz has become all-Amer­
ican. The sporty layered look. 
Exemplified by these Arrow 
sweater shirts in the new 
deep spice tones in club 
prints, checks and discreet 
stripes. Decton Perma- 
Iron. Arrow Getaway 
B u tto n -D o w n , th e  
sweater shirt 
terrifique.
•Arrow*
S H IR T  $11.00  
SW EATER $ 8.00  
BO W  T IE  $ 4.50
THIS - MEANS- - $$$ -  -TO YOU!
KEEP YO U R  C A SH  R E G IS TE R  R E C E IP T. D O N ’T  D IS C A R D  IT!
CUSTOMER RETURN POLICY ON TEXTBOOKS
Deadline for Full Refunds 
October 10 If:
1. New books are unmarked and undamaged in any way.
2. Cash register receipt accompanies return.
Overstock texts are returned to publishers starting 45 days from quarter’s beginning.
(Note: Try to buy ALL texts as soon as your class schedule is 
final to avoid shortages. Book publishers will not allow credit 
on the return of books with markings. Because of this, We 
want to urge you: Do Not Write in a Book Until You Are Positive 
You Are Going to Use It. A marked book is a used book.)
A.S.U.M. 
BOOK STORE
Feast your eyes on daring^ 
pictures of some of the most 
exotic ear-teasers ever.
Acquaint yourself with music 
machines that will shamelessly satisfy you r' 
every audio desire.
s the unexpurgated American edition of
TEAM Electronics’ fall music system catalog. 
n  Instant gratification — free from your nearby 
TEAM Electronics Center. Pick one up today.
1208 W. Kent
Across from Tremper’s — 549-4119
ELECTRONICS
FRIDAY
A TRIPLE AVALANCHE OF
GRISLY HORROR!
EUROPIX- INTERNATIONAL LTD. PRESENTS 
1st Hit ■ ■ ALL IH COLOR!
Revenge of the living Dead.
E£Mi Mario Bava’s :-----------------
Curse of the Living Dead
3rdHitl
WARNING: It has been reported that this man 
now resides in a mental hospital, as a result of 
attending a showing of this triple horror program! 
Because of this tragic event, we, the producers, are 
providing a free insurance policy insuring the 
sanity of each and every patron. We urge you to 
take advantage of this protection! Anyone entering 
the theatre without it does so at his own risk!
OPEN 7:30 P.M. 
Starts at Dusk 
Features Show in 
the Order Above.
bdaie and Bob’s 
GO WEST! 
Drive-In
Highway 10 West 
5 Miles West of Airpo
Warm Springs trips open to everyone
A special grand jury Investigating alleged political graft of Vice President 
Spiro Agnew met for more than seven hours yesterday and then adjourned 
until next week. The first witness, William Muth, refused to testify before the 
proceeding, terming the investigation a "fishing exploration." Muth was con­
victed in 1954 of unlawfully obtaining $2,400 in Baltimore city funds. Lawyers 
for Agnew have filed a brief seeking a temporary restraining order, and also 
seeking an answer to the constitutional question of whether a vice president 
can be indicted while in office.
The man who was tried twice but never convicted in the 1963 murder of civil 
rights leader Medgar Evers was arrested Thursday as he allegedly drove into 
New Orleans with an armed time bomb and several other weapons. Police 
said that Byron De La Beckwith was carrying a bomb in his car that was set to 
explode later in the day. Police added that the arrest was made following a tip 
by a special intelligence unit specializing in subversive activities, civil rights 
and organized crime.
Controversial New Orleans District Attorney Jim Garrison was acquitted 
yesterday on charges o f obstructing law enforcement by taking bribes to 
protect illegal gambling. Garrison at onetime claimed that he had proof of an 
alleged conspiracy involving the assassination of President Kennedy. His 
claims were never substantiated.
The U.S. Senate voted yesterday to confirm the Navy's schedule for develop­
ment and production of a $13 b illion fleet of Trident submarines. By a vote of 
49 to 47 the Senate killed an amendment that would have slowed the project 
by two years.White House Deputy Press Secretary Gerald Warren said 
President Nixon was “extremely gratified" with the rejection. Montana’s Mike 
Mansfield voted for the amendment; Lee Metcalf voted against it. The Senate 
also rejected attempts to eliminate or reduce m ilitary aid to South Vietnam.
The Chicago aircraft accident that killed Rep. George Collins, D-lll., and the 
wife of convicted Watergate conspirator E. Howard Hunt was declared yester­
day to have been caused by pilot error. The ruling, which came down from the 
National Transportation Safety Board, concerned a jet which crashed Dec. 8, 
causing 45 deaths.
Mutiny and other misconduct charges were dropped yesterday against two 
former was prisoners. However, Secretary of the Navy John Warner, who dis­
missed the charges, formally censured the two men for “ failing to meet the 
standards expected of officers."
The Hoerner Waldorf Corp. has followed the Anaconda Co. in dropping a suit 
protesting rate hikes of e lectricity and natural gas. Only the City of Helena 
remains as a plaintiff in the suit, which was filed last year against the Montana 
Power Co.
Environmental engineers from the Westinghouse Electric Corp. were opti­
mistic concerning the impacts of erecting massive coal-fired electrical 
generating plants in southeast Montana. Their comments came during a 
conference yesterday of government and industrial leaders, which was held 
at Chet Huntley’s Big Sky Resort near Bozeman. The conference was 
scheduled and funded by the Westinghouse corporation.
The Campus Christian Ministries will 
sponsor five trips to Warm Springs 
State Hospital beginning this 
Saturday, and continuing every 
other Saturday throughout Fall
Several projects 
slated for SERC
Research projects on air and water 
pollution, researching information 
on the use of wilderness lands and 
lobbying for environmental bills in 
the State Legislature are some of the 
projects developed by the Student 
Environmental Research Center 
(SERC).
According to Ken Bovee, one of the 
SERC coordinators, the center 
presently has about 10 people work­
ing on projects. The research pro­
jects vary with student interest. 
Students who work at SERC decide 
which projects will be initiated.
SERC studies are almost entirely 
student funded, according to Bovee. 
Central Board allocated $4,300 to 
SER C forthe l 973-74 academic year. 
Bovee said other small grants, such 
as Environmental Protection Agency 
grants, are occassionally given to 
specific projects.
Bovee said he hoped the SERC of­
fices would be moved from the 
second floor o f the Venture Center to 
the Student Action Center(SAC) in 
the University Center. He felt this 
would make SERC more accessible 
to the students.
SERC continued projects over the 
summer. An in depth study was made 
of carbon monoxide levels in Mis­
soula. SERC also monitors sulfur 
dioxide and hydrogen sulfate levels 
in the Missoula basin as part o f an air 
pollution study in progress.
Another project to be completed 
soon is a study of oxygen levels in 
water after waste materials have 
been dumped.
Anonymous letters 
inquiry continues NOW THROUGH TUESDAY!!!
Quarter. The trips will be open to 
students and community members.
"We find it a useful kind of human 
service," said the Rev. David Van 
Dyke, United Campus Christian 
Fellowship pastor. “There is a need 
for people to visit the hospital 
because the patients are cut o ff from 
the outside world.
The Rev. Gayle Sandholm, United 
Methodist campus pastor, said the 
visiting students often make new 
friends among the patients.
“The trip  also provides an experience 
for people who go, Sandholm said." 
They can see and reflect upon our 
systems of mental health in the 
state."
The visits provide an opportunity for 
students in the introductory social 
work courses to  fulfill part o f their 
course requirements, according to 
Janet Kovalchik, department as­
sistant in social work. She said 
students can elect to spend several 
hours at Warm Springs visiting with 
the patients instead of doing agency 
studies or papers for their course 
projects.
“We feel this iso f value to the student 
in social welfare as is practice teach­
ing to the student in education," said 
Sandholm. He emphasized the value 
of a student being at the hospital to 
meeLand talk with the patients.
"We’re not going with the idea that 
we'll go out and change the world," 
said Van Dyke. “We feel we should 
relate to groups trying to change 
mental health institutions. Students 
can look at our antiquated systems 
and then help push for changes.”
Departure for this week’s trip to 
Warm Springs will be from the Ark, 
538 University Ave. at 9 a.m. A 50C 
donation is requested to pay for gas 
and sandwiches.
Extension classes 
registration open
Openings are available in fall quarter 
adult extension classes which began 
Monday, Anne Dwelle, extension 
class sen io r secretary, said 
yesterday.
The subjects available are in the 
following areas: anthropology, art, 
business administration, business 
communication, management ac­
coun ting , com puter science, 
education, English, health and 
physical education, history, home 
economics, pharmacy and social 
work.
The extension fee is $16 for each 
credit hour and each class meets for 
three hours, one night a week.
Registration deadline is next week 
during the second class meeting, 
Dwelle said. The extension class of­
fice is in Room 107, Main Hall.
OLIVIA HUSSEY /  LEONARD WHITING /  MHO O'SHEA /  MICHAELYORK /  J O H N M c H  /  PAT HEYWOOO 
NATASHA PARRY /  ROBERT STEPHENS /  FRANCO BflUSATI and MASflllNO O'AMICO
av ANTHONY H A W A I I A N  and JOHN B R A B O U R N f ^ ( .  RICHARD G 000W IN /
Plus the Return of One of the 
Greatest of All Cartoon Classics! 
“GERALD McBOING-BOING”
Week Days: Cartoon at 6:50-9:30, “Romeo" at 7:00-9:40; 
Sat.-Sun.: Cartoon at 1:30-4:10-6:50-9:30; 
"Romeo”  at 1:40-4:20-7:00-9:40
The in v e s tig a tio n  in to  the  
anonymous, death-threat letters sent 
to Garry South, ASUM president, 
and Conrad Yunker, Central Board 
member, is continuing, according to 
an FBI spokesman at the state 
bureau in Butte.
The FBI spokesman said there could 
be no press releases until there had 
been an arrest.
Yunker and South received letters on 
May 14 threatening death and cas­
tration. The letters also threatened 
Bill Owen, Montana Kaimin editor, 
Leroy Berven, Central Board 
delegate, Matt Tennis, a Central 
Board delegate at the time, and Steve 
Forbis, who was then entertainment 
editor for the Kaimin.
When South and Yunker received the 
letters, both said they believed they 
were a result o f the controversy over 
ASUM budgeting of intercollegiate 
athletics.
“STUNNING ! BEAUTIFUL! GREAT!
PERFECT! BREATHTAKING! 
P K ^ R io iT im E  MONTH! A JOY! 
BEAUTIFUL! PASSIONATE!”
Paramount Pictures takes great 
pride and pleasure in presenting 
to the American public the return 
of the greatest love story of all time.
PARAMOUNT PICTURES prr^.u
Franco Zeffirelli
Romeo
Eves. All Tickets $3.00 
Sun. Mat. All Tickets $2.25 
Seats Not Reserved
The  Beautiful
ROXY
543-7341
Y ONLY!
. CAN YOU 
[ SURVIVE 
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f ORGY OF THE
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A P  i n  b r ie f
DOONESBURY
‘Reefer Madness’ shown at state prison
"Reefer Madness," a 1936 film on the 
“dangers of smoking marijuana", 
was shown Wednesday night to more 
than 30 inmates of the Montana State 
Prison at Deer Lodge.
The film was shown by Bob 
Campbell, president of the Montana 
chapter of the American Civil 
Liberties Union and state organizer 
for the National Organization for the 
R eform  o f M arijuana  Laws 
(NORML).
The trip was one of the weekly visits 
to the prison by interested people as 
part of the “Coffee With A Con" 
program.
Accompanying Campbell was Robin 
Bishop, a junior in social welfare who 
has been making the trips for the past 
five months. Bishop said the
program consists of a rap session 
and social hour from 6:30 to 9:00 
every Wednesday night. She said 
visitors are able to talk with about 10- 
15 inmates, depending on how many 
sign up.
According to Campbell, the idea to 
show the film at the prison came from 
previous discussions he had with in­
mates. They seemed interested, he 
said, in NORML's campaign for 
reduction of penalties for sale and 
possession of marijuana.
The film, which will be shown in the 
University Center Nov. 7, began by 
calling marijuana “a violent narcotic, 
ghastly menace and a frightful as- 
sasin of youth," and "soul-des­
troying.”
When the movie was over, Campbell,
F O R E IG N  FILM SERIES
—Fall, 1973—
October 2 
16 .
23
30
November 6 
20
December 4
THE CABINET OF DR. CAUGARI (1920).
Robert Wiene (Germany)
THE LAST LAUGH (1924). F. W fMurhau (Germany)
RAVEN'S END (1964). Bo Widerberg (Sweden)
UMBERTO D. (1952). Vittorio De Sica (Italy)
LA STRADA (1954). Federico Fellini (Italy)
UGETSU MONOGATARI (1952). Kenji Mizoguchi (Japan)
THE LOVERS (1958). Louis Malle (France)
W OMAN IN THE DUNES (1964). Hiroshi Teshigabara (Japan)
Admission is free. Films shown in U .C . Ballroom Tuesday nights— 9:00 p.m . 
Sponsored by the Performing Arts Com m ittee o fA S U M  Program Council
YOU’VE GOT A FRIEND!!! i
ALWAYS A GOOD MOVIE TO SPACE OUT WITH, AND BE 
THOROUGHLY ENTERTAINED FOR A FEW HOURS-
* Fri.-Sat. (Sept. 28-29) GIMME SHELTER
RO LLIN G  S T O N E S — their music & hassles. Plus the H ell’s Angels m urder at A ltam ont.
* Sun.-Mon. (Sept. 30-Oct. 1st) CASABLANCA
B O G A R T S  M O S T FA M O US. See why he was the finest character actor of all tim es- 
a definite education.
T IM E S: Sunday thru Thursday 6:00”, 8:00, 10:00 
Friday and Saturday 8:00, 10:00, 12:00 (M idnite)
♦
I
|  Crystals theatre
L
^  CLO SE T O  CA M P U S515 S HIGOWS PH 725-9074
*6:00 show Mon. thru Thurs. is a 99® special
B U TTE R FLY B U IL D IN G  
515 S. H IG G IN S
Rise in food costs triggers 
board and room increase
Bishop and a group of students from 
Great Falls talked with the inmates 
about marijuana and the film they 
had seen.
Marvin Avery, a prison counselor, 
said the movie didn’t surprise him.
When asked if he believed the movie 
to be fact or fiction, he termed it 
"farcical."
Marijuana, Avery said, “affects you 
something like liquor.”  He added that 
the liquor problem in this country is 
much larger than the marijuana 
problem, but no less dangerous.
The counselor said he thought 
prohibition didn’t work and the 
present m arijuana laws are 
ridiculous, and not working either.
The rising cost of food has triggered 
an increase in room and board rates 
at the University of Montana, ac­
cording to George Mitchell, UM ad­
ministrative vice president.
"Because of a 66 per cent increase in 
the cost of meat alone, we were 
forded into adjusting our rate,” 
Mtchell said. The increase was ap­
proved Sept. 10 by the Board of 
Regents and is the first rate hike 
since 1971, he added.
The room and board rate has in­
creased from $3.08 to $3.31, an in­
crease of 23 cents a day or from $749 
to $804 (7.34 per cent) annually he 
said.
"The Cost of Living Council has is­
sued final regulations for Phase IV of 
the economic stabilization program
and as was true in the proposed 
rules, tuition and other charges of 
colleges are exempt from controls,” 
Mitchell said.
Mitchell said the problems faced by- 
colleges and universities was 
dramatized in a report by the 
University of Massachusetts.
"Their study showed a 35.9 per cent 
increase in food prices on the 
wholesale market, which translated 
into a 19.3 per cent increase in food 
service costs,”  Mitchell said.
UM is experiencing the same price 
increases, Mitchell said. He noted 
that the wholesale cost of canned 
goods has increased 20 per cent over 
last year and the price of eggs has 
risen a total of 131 per cent.
0 Q
MANN THEATRES
NOW!!!—thru—TUESDAY
)FOX
— T IM E S —  
Evenings 
7:00-9:00  
Sunday M atinee  
5:00 P.M.
‘SCARECROW’ IS A BRAWLING, 
BIG-HEARTED MOVIE IN THE 
GRAND AMERICAN TRADITION OF 
GRUFF, COMPASSIONATE MOVIES! 
It is sentimental and rich in humor. 
Added to that is the pleasure to 
be had just from watching Gene 
Hackman and Al Pacino creating a 
bond of communication that is so 
powerful the viewer actually feels it.”
—Kathleen Carroll. New York Daily News
“ Gene Hackman is superb. Al Pacino 
is a perfect foil. The two seem to add 
their own devices to the script and 
they should be teamed together
again. —Jeffrey Lyons, WPIX-TV
“ ‘SCARECROW’ IS SAD AND FUNNY, 
SORDID AND BEAUTIFUL, SHOCK­
ING AND SENSITIVE-IN ONE WORD, 
WONDERFUL! A triple triumph 
because of its outstanding direction, 
acting and photography. Hackman 
and Pacino have converted words on 
a page into flesh and blood people. 
Hackman gives one of his finest per­
formances. ’ —Norma McLain Stoop, After Dark
Written by GARRY MICHAEL WHITE • Produced by ROBERT M SHERMAN 
Directed by JERRY SCHATZBERG • PANAVISION®- TECHNICOLOR® 
Warner Bros 50th Anniversary Q a Warner Communications Company
Plays announced
The schedule of drama productions 
at the University of Montana fall 
quarter has been announced by 
Richard James, chairman of the 
drama department.
The season begins with the Montana 
Repertory Theater presentation of 
"All the King's Men" October 25 
through 28, directed by Rolland 
Meinholtz. The play, written by 
Robert Penn Warren, is a study of 
public personalities and corruption.
"Hedda Gabler," Henrick Ibsen’s 
drama, runs November 7 through 11 
in the 97-seat Masquer Theater. This 
play, directed by John Frick, 
graduate student in drama, examines 
the unexpected passions and 
emotions of the cultivated Hedda 
Gabler.
Alan Cook, Associate Professor in 
Drama, directs Brendan Behan’s 
“The Hostage", playing Nov. 29 
through Dec. 2. '“ The Hostage’ has 
for its subject the continuing 
struggle between life and death," 
said Cook.
The repertory company is beginning 
its seventh season. Its schedule will 
include three major productions, 
plus theater workshop presen­
tations which are available for book­
ing throughout the Rocky Mountain 
states.
The Company will also provide 
classes in Shakespeare, children's 
theater, make-up, and acting that will 
be available to those sponsors 
interested in the workshop program. 
These workshops are geared for high 
school and elementary level. The 
MRT Company plans to visit spon­
soring schools and engage the 
students in workshop activities.
The MRT Company consists of a 
troupe of actors chosen from those 
of the upper level status from the 
Department of Drama at the UM and 
experienced actors from the com­
munity. This group works together 
several hours per day for the entire 
year, and produces within itself the 
touring productions and workshop 
activities.
According to Marjorie Van Halteren, 
MRT publicity director, the primary 
concept of the MRT is to produce 
“well-rounded theater artists." The 
members of the company produce 
the shows technically as well as act 
in them.
Artistic Director Rolland Meinholtz 
feels that the 1973-74 MRT is a uni­
que, unprecedented concept in the 
Northwest area. "The most exciting 
attribute of the company is the 
prospect of touring live theater,”  he 
said. “Our main goal is to bring with 
us the exciting one-to-one audience 
contact on ly  found  in live 
performances.”
A season ticket to the drama produc­
tions is being offered this year with 
savings of 30%. Student discounts 
will again be given.
Women’s sports
The University of Montana Womens 
Athletic Department will participate 
in five intercollegiate sports this 
year.
The sports are: volleyball, gymnas­
tics, tennis, basketball, and track and 
field.
Student turnout is encouraged and 
those wishing to participate are 
urged to contact the Womens 
Athletic Department now, even if 
they do not intend to participate until 
winter or spring quarters.
Women to contact are: tennis or 
volleyball—Jodie Leslie FH213,
basketball—Pat Mahevic WC116, 
gymnastics or track—Sharon Dinkel 
FH208.
The UM women's first intercollegiate 
contest this year will be a volleyball 
game at Central Washington State 
on October 13.
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BROADWAY
900 W. Broadway Phone 549-9981
DENVER ROCKETS’ Al Smith scores two against Utah as teammate Marvin 
Roberts and Utah Star Pete Harris look on. The game was played in the Harry 
Adams Field house before 1,809 fans. The Stars used a tough defense to beat 
the Rockets 126-113. Utah took the lead at the beginning of the game and fell 
behind briefly in the third quarter before gaining the win.
Harriers travel to Spokane
The young Grizzly cross country 
team will make its' season debut in 
Spokane tomorrow in the annual 
Arnie Pelluer Invitational meet.
The University o f Montana, 
Gonzaga, and Idaho will represent 
the Big Sky Conference in the 14 
school meet.
The Grizzly squad consists entirely 
of underclassmqrybutcoach Harley-
Lewis is impressed with the quality 
and depth of the team.
Lewis said he is treating the first meet 
as a work out, but he is eager to see 
how the Montana squad compares 
with the Idaho and Gonzaga teams.
Lewis said he feels his group of 
young grizzlies could develop into 
the best cross country team he has 
had at the UM. -
SAVE
EA T A T R O N ’S T O P  N O T C H  A N D  
CO M PA R E FO O D  A N D  PR IC ES
BURGERS 300 to 850 
FRIES 250, 350, 550
SPECIAL
2 Corn dogs for 1 
Fri. Sat. Sun.
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■  Top  N o tc h
■ d r iv e - i n
HIGHWAY 93 SOUTH
★  HA IR  R E C O N S T R U C T IO N  & HA IR  CARE
★  AFRO  STYLIN G
PLUS EV E N IN G  A P P O IN TM E N T S
G r iz z l ie s  p la y  N A U
The University of Montana Grizzlies 
journey to Flagstaff, Ariz. tomorrow 
for their conference opener against 
the Northern Arizona University 
Lumberjacks.
The game will be the Lumberjacks' 
Homecoming and they will be out to 
avenge the 40-17 beating the 
Grizzlies gave them in Missoula last 
year.
The Lumberjacks have the best 
passer in the conference in Dave 
Mendez according to UM Coach 
Jack Swarthout.
"He has completed 67% of his passes 
and that is even better than most 
pros," Swarthout said.
The Grizzlies have the best defense 
in the conference, giving up only 237 
yards a game total offense and pic­
king off nine passes in the first three 
games according to Big Sky 
Conference statistics.
The statistics show that the Grizzlies 
lead the conference in defense 
against the rush and that NAU leads 
in defense against the pass.
Grizzly individuals leading in 
conference statistics include Mike 
Ladd in interceptions with three for 
13 yards, and Greg Erickson in punt 
returns with a 21.8 yards per return 
average. Erickson is second in kic­
koff returns with a 21.9 yards per 
return average.
NAU’s Mendez leads the Big Sky in 
passing with 33 completions in 51 
attempts for 320 yards and one 
interception. Mendez is second in 
total offense with a 135.5 yards per 
game average.
Swarthout said the Grizzlies had a 
good scrimmage this week, the boys 
are in good spirits, and are looking 
forward to a win.
Grizzly starters will be: (offense) 
tight end—Duane Walker; split end- 
Greg Anderson; tack les—Eric 
Manegold and Tim, Brick or Richard
Border; guards—Kim McReynolds 
and Bill Grigsby; center—Kit Blue; 
quarterback—Rock Svenningsen; 
halfbacks—Jim Olson and Greg 
Erickson; fullback—Bob Smith or 
John Parker; kicker—Bob Turnquist.
(defense) ends—Marc Kouzmanoff 
and Steve Taylor; tackles—Jim Leid 
and Rick Anderson; m iddle, 
linebacker—Ron Rosenberg; out- j 
side linebackers—Dave Manovich 
and Curt Donner or John Buxton; • 
cornerbacks—Dave Harrington and 
Sly Hardy; safeties—Rob Stark and ' 
Mike Ladd. Harrington will do the 
punting.
OLD VOLKS HOME
Remember 
We Also fix 
TOYOTA
Repairs on all .Foreign 
& Domestic Autos 
(Across Street From 
Black Angus)
Derry C . Boehm  
1151 W. Broadway 549-6801
BOWLING
EVERY DAY
UC RECREATION CENTER
DELICATESSEN 
SANDWICHES
Now
Available at 
the
COPPER
COMMONS
11:30 a.m.-Midnight Weekdays 
University Center
classified ads
Classified advertising will be accepted Monday through Thursday, 9 a.m. to 
noon and 1 p.m. to 4 p.m., Friday, 9 a.m. to noon. Payment in advance.
The Montana Kaimin reserves the right to refuse advertising, with final 
decision to rest with the Editor. Generally, all advertising within the limits of 
libel law will be accepted.
If errors are made in advertisement, immediate notice must be given the 
Montana Kaimin since it is responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
First insertion (5 words per line .....................................................................25*
Consecutive insertions........................................................................................
No change in copy in consecutive insertion. 
Deadlines: Noon the day preceding publications.
$100  law fee questioned
2. PE R SO N A L S
ALL RIGHT, fuck-off. You're epileptic. 
I ’m epileptic. Dig? I t’s really enjoy­
able, lcnrt It? Like shit. Open up, 
kid, man or woman I We want the 
world to understand. 728-5799. 3-8p 
PREMED STUDENTS—Will your med 
school know you really care? Join 
APO and prove it. Meeting Sunday, 
Sept. 30, uC 360 series 8 p.m. for 
further information. 2-2p
APO An International coed fraternity 
dedicated to Service, Leadership, 
Friendship. For a good time, for 
worthwhile activities on campus and 
in the community, visit us Sunday, 
Sept. 30, 8 p.m., UC 360 series. 2-2p 
THE YELLOW GANG Is coming to The
4. HELP WANTED
WANTED STUDENT to help retarded 
boy two hours a week. Call 543-6412.
._______________________________ 3-lp
PARTTIME WORK FOR married stu­
dent. Need own transportation. 
Schedule your own working hours. 
Call 549-9711 after 5:00 p.m. 2-2p 
6. JOBS AVAILABLE
ATTENTION MUSICIANS! Dance De­
partment desperately needs pianist 
and percussionist to accompany dance 
classes and the Dance Company. 
Work study and other students may 
apply. Call 4641 or 2612 or visit the
Dance office in WC 11.________ 3-5b
THE MONTANA KAIMIN needs a cir­
culation manager. Should have a 
car, the hours 9-11 or 12 free and be 
responsible. Position also requires 
managing two employees. See the 
Kaimin Business Manager at Kaimin 
Office or call 243-6541. 3-2f
8. SERVICES
FIREWOOD, large truckload. $15.00.
728-1307. 2-lOp
12. FOR SALE
GARAGE SALE SATURDAY 9:00-5:00. 
1618 Defoe, west side. Furniture, 
dishes, blankets, rugs, lamps and 
mlsc. 2-2p
PENTAX SPOTMATIC CAMERA, $170, 
543-4843.______________________ l-3p
13. AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE
1968 VOLKSWAGEN good mechanical 
condition, recent rebuild, good treads. 
549-9734.______________________ 3-Sp
1953 4x4 WILLYS JEEP station wagon, 
6 cyl., runs well, 549-2126 evenings.
________________________________ 2-2p
18. FOR RENT
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED $50. 
mo. Good location. 303 S. 3rd, No. 4 
after 5 p.m. 3-5p
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed, $50/mo. 
3>2 blocks from campus. 728-9378 
evenings.______________________i-3p
ROOMMATE NEEDED w/trans. Call 
Tony 543-7388._____ l-3p
19. MISCELLANEOUS
TEMPORAL LOBE, PETIT MAL, psy­
chomotor, grand mal, focalmotor, or 
what? Suggestion: Come fit into the
group. Call 728-5799.__________ 3-5p
RUMMAGE SALE, Saturday-Sunday, 
10-6. 821 Orange. Furniture, cloth­
ing, tires, etc. 3-ip
HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS, antiques 
and many collectables for the best 
price. Woody St. Exchange. 620 
Woody._______  2-6p
DANCE CLASSES by Elenita Brown 
(internationally trained). Modern. 
Spanish (regional, classical, flamen­
co) African, jazz, character and bal­
let. Tuesdays and Thursdays 12:00 
thru 5:35. Radio Central Building 
above Jayvee Bootery. For registra­
tion call 777-5956 or 728-1683. 2-8p
The allocation of a special fee 
initiated by the law school to 
supplement law faculty salaries and 
to support the law library has been 
questioned by Keith McDuffie, 
Faculty Senate president.
The special fee of $100 for freshmen 
law students only was charged this 
quarter for the first time.
McDuffie said in a Montana Kaimin
goings on
•  The first Psl Chi meeting of the 
year will be held on Tuesday, Oct. 2 
at7:00 p.m. in P 202. All members are 
urged to attend.
•  The Phi Eta Sigma and Alpha 
Lambda Delta picnic will be held 
Sept. 30. All members should meet at 
the back door of Knowles Hall. 
Further Information: Call Mark 
Conrad 243-2247.
•  Dept, o f Army Office of the 
Surgeon will beon campus to recruit, 
Oct. 2. They are Interested in 
interviewing the following majors: 
A n th ropo logy , B iochem istry , 
Biology, Botany, Chemistry, Health 
& P. E. Medical Technology, 
Microbiology, Physical Therapy, 
Physics, Pre-Med. Sciences, 
Psychology, Zoology. For further In­
formation contact Career Planning & 
Placement Services. Main Hall, 
Room 8.
•  Students who did not have phones 
at registration time or who change 
their place o f residency during the 
quarter should notify the campus 
operator as soon as the change is 
made.
The paper used to make money is of 
the toughest linen and is made by a 
secret process protected by statute, 
penalizing its manufacture for other
interview Wednesday that the law 
school would have University funds 
guaranteed for Its own use if the 
special fee was earmarked for the 
school's use before it was put into the 
University operating fund. The 
operating fund covers funding in all 
University departments.
Robert Sullivan, dean of the law 
school, said Wednesday he did not 
know the mechanics of how the fee 
goes through the UM operating fund. 
He said that the fee was approved by 
UM President Robert Pantzer and 
was authorized by the Board of 
Regents.
Sullivan said the added fee Is not 
Intended to bypass UM regulations 
or to separate the school from the 
University system.
The Indian Arts Program has been 
terminated because funds are no 
longer available to continue the 
program, Norman Taylor, vice- 
p resident fo r research, said 
yesterday.
The two-year-old program, under 
the direction of the art department, 
was funded its first year by a grant 
from the National Endowment for the 
Humanities, and last year by grants 
from the Bureau of Indian Affairs and
Balloonist fulfills 
contract, gives a 
few free rides
Balloonist Doug Misner didn’t get his 
balloon Into the a iruntil late Wednes­
day evening, so he returned 
Thursday.
Program Council hired Misner for 
$700, to  appear with his balloon and 
give “a few free rides,”  according to 
Dave S n y d e r, pop  c o n c e rt 
coordinator.
Synder said Misner felt that he had 
not fulfilled his contract and new 
arrangements were made. Misner 
received $300 for the appearance 
Wednesday and the remaining $400 
was allocated yesterday.
the now defunct Office o f Economic 
Opportunity (OEO).
“ Funds for the program are no longer 
available from these sources," Taylor 
said.
Taylor said that when the OEO went 
out of existence last year court ac­
tion was taken to get the money 
promised to  the program by that of­
fice.
Five Indian students were involved in 
the program.
e s  
unlimited
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542 0011
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Indian Arts Program funding terminated
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purposes. Supplies of blank paper 
are guarded carefully.
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THE ECONOMICS
Story and photos by Frank Danichek OF GAMBLING
Legislators study gambling industry
Forward
Senate Joint Resolution No. 18, 
enacted during the last days o f the 
43rd Legislative session, placed a 
"moratorium" on all gambling 
legislation until the 1974 legislature 
convenes.
Montanans voted overwhelmingly 
last fall to remove the constitutional 
prohibition against gambling, but 
state legislators failed to enact a 
gambling b ill because of the am- 
bivlence o f the meaning o f the 50,000 
plus p lu ra lity  rem oving the 
prohibition.
Tomorrow, the Joint Senate and 
House Select Committee on Gam­
bling will begin deliberation on a 
committee report to be given to the 
legislature in January, following a 
series o f three hearings held this 
summer. Frank Danichek attended 
the last hearing, held in Great Falls, 
and brings this report.
Editor's note: Frank Danichek, junior 
in journalism, has received a B.A. in 
history from the University o f Mon­
tana. Danichek has worked at 
Caesar's Palace in Las Vegas and at
the King's Castle on Lake Tahoe, 
Nev.
By Frank Danichek 
Special to the Montana Kaimin
Almost predictably, the Montana 
gambling controversy evolved this 
summer from a moral issue to an 
economic issue.
The Joint House and Senate Select 
Committee on Gambling held 
hearings the past several months in 
three Montana cities—Missoula, 
Miles City and Great Falls—to try to 
determine what the voters wanted 
when they approved the lifting of the 
constitutional prohibition on gam­
bling legislation.
The Missoula and Miles City 
meetings reflected public support for 
gambling. The last hearing, however, 
dealt with the mechanics of gam­
bling, the taxation of the gambling 
industry and its regulation. Or, quite 
simply, the economics of gambling.
At the Great Falls hearing, Nevada 
Deputy Attorney General David 
Polley told the committee there are 
two regulatory gaming bodies that
,
f Ov ̂ °° S
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Ham m ond Arcade  
Corner of Higgins & Front 
Dow ntow n
A/JLs
Cecil’s Charge Card 
Master Charge 
BankAmericard
ru H M tK  NEVADA DEPUTY Atty. Gen. Frank Daykin advised legislators I 
strictly control gambling if gambling legislation Is approved in the 197 
legislature. He testitied at a recent Select Committee on Gambling hearing i 
Great Falls. M
he represents. One is the Nevada 
Gaming Commission, the other is the 
Nevada Gaming Control Board. 
Polley stated that the commission 
was the ultimate authority in gran­
ting or revoking gaming licenses, 
whereas the control board inves­
tigates applicants for gaming 
licenses, enforces laws and 
regulations, and audits and taxes the 
casinos.
“When a perons applies for a gaming 
license in the state of Nevada he is 
thoroughly checked,” Polley said. 
"The investigation a person has to go 
through to receive a gaming license 
is probably as rigorous as receiving 
acute clearance from the Atomic 
Energy Commission. We go back to 
the day of birth and investigate your 
personal background. It is generally 
through financial arrangements that 
undesirables will try to work their 
way into a legitimate organization 
and one of the best ways to 
determine whether a person is 
connected with an undesirable is-to 
look at his business dealings. 
Sometimes these investigations can 
go on for months. The statute re­
quires that the Control Board act 
upon an applicant within 90 days but 
generally we can get a waiver from 
the applicant by saying we don’t 
know enough about you; the 
interests of the state are best served 
by denying your application. Then 
we get a waiver."
"The cost o f this investigation is born 
solely by the applicant," Polley con­
tinued. “There have been instances 
where the cost has run between eight 
and ten thousand dollars for an in­
dividual, especially at $12 per hour 
for the investigator; that is his travel­
ing time and time required to work up 
a report on the application. The ap­
plication is not acted upon til that b il l, 
is paid.
"In the case of a corporation we have 
had some investigations that run as 
high as $50,000. This is the only way 
you can have effective control. You 
can make sure who you are dealing 
with in the first instance. To do this 
you have to thoroughly investigate 
them, and most states do not have 
the money necessary for this type of 
work. Generally, if an individual can­
not handle the investigative fee 
financially, he cannot bankroll a 
game either. This is another test.”
During the testimony an unidentified 
legislator asked Polley what might
disqualify a prospective gambling 
concessionaire, other than money.
Any incident o f lawbreaking; both 
misdemeanors or felonies, will bar 
the applicant from opening a casino, 
Polley replied- “ If you had been 
picked up three times for driving 
while intoxicated you might not get 
a license.” he said.
"In Montana," the unidentified 
legislator said, “ it is Impossible to ap­
ply that rule under our constitution.
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You can be convicted of multiple first 
degree murders and still be eligible.”
And still be eligible?” said an as­
tonished Pol ley. "You’d better not 
have any gambling, then.”
The unidentified legislator was refer­
ring to Article II Section 28 of the 
Montana Constitution which is titled 
Rights Of The Convicted. "Laws for 
the punishment of crime shall be 
founded on the principles of preven­
tion and reformation," it states. "Full 
fights are restored by termination of 
state supervision for any offense 
against the state.”
Obviously the unidentified legislator 
confused the term “ right” with 
"privilege.”  Article II, Section 3 titled 
Inalienable Rights states, "All 
persons are born free and have 
certain inalienable rights. They in­
clude the right to a clean and 
healthful environment and the rights 
of pursuing life’s basic necessities, 
enjoying and defending their lives 
and liberties, acquiring, possessing 
and protecting property, and seeking 
their Safety, health and happiness in 
all lawful ways. In enjoying these 
rights, ail persons recognize corres­
ponding responsibilities.”
To own a business license, however, 
is a privilege, not a right. For exam­
ple, if a liquor dealer serves minors or 
operates after hours, his privilege of 
a liquor license can be revoked.
“The license m ust be 
strictly a revocable  
privilege.99
Senator William Lowe, R-Billings, 
told the committee he believes it 
would be important to give the 
state the right to "arbitrarily”  take 
a gambling license away. He asked 
former Nevada Deputy Attorney 
Frank Daykin how the state could 
protect itself from a lawsuit if it did 
take away a person’s gambling 
liscense.
Daykin told the committee that it has 
been done “quite effectively in the 
Nevada corporation laws. It could be 
polished a little in light of your 
unusually favorable constitutional 
provision.”
"The license must be strictly a 
revocable privilege,” Daykin warned 
the committee. “ It must give rise to 
no vested rights. Gaming must be 
treated as a tolerated nuisance. The 
license can be taken away in Nevada 
without explanation. This is almost 
the only way to control gambling. 
Otherwise some not-so-nice people 
can get a vested right and you end up 
fighting with them forever. You must 
keep control and grow slowly."
Sale Price
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"Across from  Bus Depot”
Art Palmer, director of the Nevada 
Legislative Council Bureau, told the 
senators & representatives that gam­
ing taxes for the general fund are 
collected by the counties and by the 
State Gaming Commission. The bulk 
of the game tax Is collected by the 
State Gaming Commission, he said, 
while the county collects quarterly 
licensing fees; twenty-five per cent of 
which is turned over to the state 
general fund. In 1972-73, there were 
revenue receipts of $1.6 million, a 
relatively small amount when com­
pared to all Nevada tax revenue, 
Palmer said.
siderto be a tax to operate in the first 
place. You have a license to operate, 
you have a taxation on each machine 
and a taxation on overall revenue. 
Except for the restricted flat license 
fee on a person who had fifteen slot 
machines or less, they pay from 
general gross revenue.
"Generally, if  an 
individual cannot handle  
the investigative fee 
financially, he cannot 
bankroll a gam e e ith er."
The largest amount of tax money is 
collected by the State Gaming Com­
mission, in the form of the quarterly 
state licensing fee, a tax on all gross 
revenues, he said.
The revenues collected by the Gam­
ing Commission in 1972-73 were 
around $40 million dollars, he stated.
"There are three ways that gaming is 
taxed in Nevada by five levels of 
government," Palmer said at the 
hearing. “The gross revenue is the 
big one. The second is the non-res- 
tricted or restricted tax on slot 
machines themselves. Taxes on 
games of various sorts and a so- 
called table tax which you might con-
“There are two relatively new taxes to 
Nevada. There is the federal slot tax 
credit. Eighty per cent of that comes 
back to Nevada. This is a new federal 
provision. It goes to two entities, the 
first $5 million goes to higher 
education capital construction; 
anything over that goes to the state 
distributive school fund. The casino 
entertainment tax which only applies 
where there is live entertainment in a 
licensed establishment. This is run­
ning around $8 million for 1972-73.”
Warren Nelson, a co-owner of the 
Cal-Neva Club in Reno, Nev., 
President of the Northern Nevada 
Gaming Assn., and former Great
NEVADA ACTING DEPUTY Atty. Gen. David Polley.
Palls resident, told the Select Com­
mittee on Gambling, “ I don’t con­
done gambling; I don't think gam­
bling is the best thing in the world, 
but I know it can't be stopped."
“ I think Nevada is very unique in 
comparison to Montana," Nelson 
said. “ It has grown very slowly. When 
I first went down to Reno, it was 
about 10,000 people, now it's 80- 
90,000. The business has become 
very complex. It has taken us so 
long to get where we’re at—forty 
years."
“ I think the key to all gambling is con­
trol. Control is something you don’t 
learn over night.”
"I don't condone gam bling; 
I don 't think gam bling is 
the best thing in the world, 
but I know  it can 't be  
stopped."
'Right now, I believe that gambling in
the state of Nevada is conducted as 
weii as it could be. I believe that the 
people get a fair shake and that the 
government gets a fair shake. 
Regardless of what you hear, the 
state has gathered that knowledge, 
they know what’s going on, they 
know how to do it.
"There’s one aspect that you have to 
look at—you’re going to have to 
c o n te n d  w ith  th e  fe d e ra l 
government. They don’t understand 
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FOR 600
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Holiday Village
Worden’s Grocery
corner of Higgins and Spruce 
open 8-12 seven days a week
Keg Headquarters
all kinds in all sizes
Back to school specials
ice cold Lucky Lager Bottles 
$1.09 a six 
Great Falls Cans 
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to
O w l
ty w c e ru f
(formerly Convenient Mart)
Forthebestin Beer, Potato Chips, 
and Munchies
located only five blocks from  cam pus at the  
corner of Beckwith and Higgins
open 8-12 7 days a week
THE NUMBER ONE KILLER 
OF YOUNG AMERICANS 
IS YOUNG AMERICANS.
WARREN NELSON EXPLAINS h it  gambling operation, the Cal-Neva C lub In Reno, Nev., to members of the Select 
Committee on Gambling. Nelson, who Is a former Great Falls resident, is also president of the Nevada Gaming Assn.
There are many forms of gambling adopting wide-open 
could take, he said, but the am­
bivalence of the issue hinders any 
recommendations.
“ I am president of the Gaming As­
sociation in Northern Nevada," he 
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it and they don’t pretend to 
understand it. They believe that all 
gamblers skim. They don’t believe 
that they pay their taxes. I can hones­
tly say, in a place of any size at all, I 
don’t see how anybody could skim. 
The goverment has it down that fine.
gambling, 
which some people have speculated 
might draw business from Nevada.
You don’t mean to be. But 
you are. The numbers are simple.
Latest available figures show 
that 8,000 American people between 
the ages of 15 and 25 died in alcohol 
related crashes. And almost all the 
drunk drivers who caused those 
crashes were also under 25.
1,380 died in combat. 3,420 
committed suicide. 2,731 died of 
cancer.
It’s incredible, but one of the 
most dangerous things you can do 
is to have a few bottles of wine with 
friends and drive home.
You can change it. You have to.
You march against war. 
You fight for clean air and clean 
water. You eat natural foods. You 
practice yoga. You are so much for 
life. And you are so much against 
killing.
It would be unthinkable for 
you to kill another human being on 
purpose.
So then, why is this 
happening?
DRUNK DRIVER, DEPT. V*
BOX 1969
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20013 
I don’t want to get killed and I don’t 
want to kill anyone. Tell me how I car 
help.*Youths Highway Safety 
Advisory Committee.
My name is___________________ _
Address 
City____ _State_
STOP DRIVING DRUNK. 
STOP KIUING EACH OTHER.
Nelson emphasized that Nevadans 
will not discourage Montana from
“Right now, in my place of business I 
cannot count the money w ithout two 
employees, these two have to be 
sanctioned by the state. Somebody 
has to sign the paper. We get audited 
by the state as well as the federal 
government at least once a year. 
When a state auditor comes in, he 
knows how much a game of 21
"In the gam bling  
. business we live by  
c om pu ter."
should keep of the total drop as well 
as I do. They know what is going on."
Nelson said he was unsure about 
Montana’s gambling intentions.
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said, “and at a meeting awhile back 
somebody said something about 
gambling in Montana and somebody 
also said, ‘Gee, that’s great.’ I want to 
emphasize, I am absolutely sure that 
nobody in Nevada has spent one 
penny in Montana to stop gambling 
here. We have no reason to, in fact of 
another state would come along and 
conduct it correctly it would improve 
our image. Gambling is a business.”
The image of the gambling industry 
had changed, Nelson testified. He 
told the committee members that he 
had just returned from Canada.
“They know I was a gambler and it 
didn’t matter. The climate of the en­
tire thing has changed.
‘There are so many things to look at. 
I say go slowly. But as for what the 
state should do, I have no idea. I have 
many definite ideas of my own, but 
my ideas aren’t always right. But I do 
know this, it takes a tremendous 
amount of expertise, it also takes a 
tremendous amount of money. For 
instance, a week ago today, a man 
came in from Oregon and beat me 
out of $44,000 playing 21. That same 
day I had a $12,500 casino ticket and 
another one for $36,000.1 quit about 
a $40,000 loser for the day. I’m not 
saying that with tears in my eyes 
because I’m sure we are going to
"G am bling is a business. ”
make that up but it is going to drop 
our receipts down considerably. It's 
going to change our percentage and 
we live by percentage.
"In the gambling business we live by 
computer. Every slot machine of 
mine is connected with a computer, 
every day it’s taken off. That in­
formation is fed into the computer. 
The slot machine is supposed to hold 
twelve per cent—if it holds eleven 
and a half per cent that’s fine with me, 
but if it holds five per cent, I want to 
find out why. So, I have to look at six 
hundred slot machines every day if I 
do my job right, or else delegate my 
responsibilities.
“ I’m one of the smaller places. I own 
fourteen per cent of it and I have six 
partners. We have a growing 
operation. We have some land that 
we want to build a 600 room hotel on. 
The financing for that hotel is about 
$40 million. Now, you’re talking big 
money. Montana can’t do this at first, 
or maybe never.
"We’ll go back to the economy. When 
I worked here we had wide open 
gambling in Butte. They weren’t do­
ing any where near the amount of 
business that they’re doing in the 
small town of Hawthorne, Nevada. 
The gambling there, had it been tax­
ed, would have generated a lot of 
revenue, and it was wide open like 
Reno. Again, I have many fixed ideas,
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and I’m going to tell what I think. I 
wouldn’t spend a nickel here, I'm 
happy where I am."
This testimony proved one point. 
The Select Committee now has facts 
and information from experts. 
Deputy Atty. Gen. Polley told the 
committee how to  create a 
regulatory gaming body. Frank 
Daykin described processes with 
which to eliminate undesirables. Art 
Palmer’s figures showed that gam­
bling is profitable both for the state 
as well as the private sector. Warren 
Nelson testified that gaming is a 
legitimate business.
Thus, the question in many minds is, 
what kind of gambling will this state 
create? Casino type gaming meansa 
new industry, which in turn means 
jobs for the state's young people. 
Lotteries and bingo do not create a 
job market; they amount to nothing 
more than a voluntary tax. And 
legislators like to tax, as it is easier 
than creating a new industry.
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